Program in Core Texts and Ideas
Spring 2015 Qualifying courses

lower division
CTI 302/GOV 314 Classics of Social and Political Thought
CTI 303/GOV 314 Competing Visions of the Good Life (Abramson)
CTI 304-1/R S 315 The Bible and Its Interpreters (Schofer)
CTI 310/C C 301 Introduction to Ancient Greece (Hubbard)
CTI 310/EUS 306/J S 311/HIS 317N/R S 306 Roots of Religious Toleration (Bodian)
CTI 310/J S 311/C C 318/R S 318 The Rise of Christianity (White)
CTI 310 Street Justice: Morals/The Wire (Marshall)
GOV 312P America’s Constitutional Principles
HIS 309L Western Civilization in Modern Times-Plan II (Coffin)
HIS 317L Era of the American Revolution (Koefoed)
LAH 305-1 Reacting to the Past PHL 301K Ancient Philosophy (Evans)
PHL 301L Early Modern Philosophy (Proops)
PHL 305 Introduction to Philosophy of Religion (Martinich)
RHE 309K Rhetoric of Political Belief (Moench)
TC 302 Introduction to Greek Political Thought (L. Pangle)
UGS 302 Shakespeare and the Pursuit of Happiness (Bruster)
UGS 303 The Discovery of Freedom (Woodruff)
UGS 303 Sex and the Russian City (Kuzmic)
UGS 303 Dante’s Hell and Its Afterlife (Raffa)

upper division
AHC 325 Civil War In Rome (Lushkov)
ARH 327N/C C 340 Art and Politics in Republican Rome (Davies)
CTI 320/GOV 351C Classical Quest for Justice (L. Pangle)
CTI 321/GOV 351D Theoretical Foundations of Modern Politics (Viroli)
CTI 322/GOV 351G Critics of Modern Liberalism (Devin Stauffer)
CTI 325/GOV 351L Morality and Politics (Dana Stauffer)
CTI 335/LAH 350/GOV 379S Jerusalem and Athens-Honors (Dempsey)
CTI 335/LAH 350/GOV 379S Regime Perspectives on American Politics-Honors (Tulis)
CTI 345/CC 322 Ancient Epic (Beck)
CTI 345 Arthur to Elizabeth: Ideals of Leadership (Lang)
CTI 345/E 322/EUS 347/ITC 349 Dante (Raffa)
CTI 345/R S 357 Satan and the Idea of Evil (Lang)
CTI 345/GDS 341D/E 322/C L 323/EUS 347/WGS 345 Social Dramas of Henrik Ibsen (Hoberman)
CTI 370-2/HIS 366N Biology, Behavior and Injustice (Martinez)
CTI 371 / HIS 350L Einstein in Age of Conflict (Martinez)
CTI 372/GOV 353D Darwin and Politics of Evolution (Prindle)
CTI 375 / ARH 331P / EUS 347 Art and the City in Renaissance Italy (Johns)
CTI 375 / AMS 237 / R S 346 Debating the Bible in the 21st Century (Landau)
CTI 375/EUS 346/HIS 350L Enlightenment and Revolution (Vaughn)
CTI 375/ANS 340/HIS 364G/R S 321 History of Hindu Religious Traditions
CTI 375/AHC 325/HIS 321 History of Rome: The Empire (Riggsby)
CTI 375/EUS 347/ITC 349 Literature and Art in Florence at the Renaissance (Eibenstein-Alvisi)
CTI 375/AHC 330/EUS 346/HIS 349R Military History to 1640 (Brand)
CTI 375/ANS 372/R S 352 Self-Cultivation in Traditional China (Sena)
CTI 379 Conference Course
E 321 Shakespeare: Selected Plays
E 349S/LAH 350 Boccaccio and Shakespeare-Hon (Rebhorn)
E 350M/LAH 350 Paradise Lost/Its Reception-Hon (Rumrich)
E 356 The European Novel (Garrison)
E 366K Shakespeare: Select Tragedies
FR 326K Intro to French Literature I: Middle Ages – 18th C
FR 326L Intro to French Literature II: French Revolution - Present
GOV 335M Natural Law Theory (Budziszewski)
GOV 335M/R S 346 2-Religion in American Political Thought (Budziszewski)
GOV 357M-8 Structure of Individual Liberties (Jacobsohn)
GK 324-5 Sophocles (Beck)
GK 365 Wisdom Poetry (White)
HIS 315L United States Since 1865-Hon (Restad)
LAH 350 History at Play II (Casey)
LAH 350/HMN 350 In Search of Meaning(Adams)
LAH 350 Rhetoric of Great Speeches (Carver)
LAT 365 Augustine's Confessions (Ebbeler)
PHL 329K History of Ancient Philosophy (Seung)
PHL 329L Early Modern Philosophy: Descartes-Kant (Seung)
PHL 366K Existentialism (Higgins)
RHE 330D-6 Classical to Modern Rhetoric (Ruskiewicz)
R S 353 Biblical Prophecy (Pat-El)
R S 353D Dead Sea Scrolls (Kaplan)
SOC 379M Sociological Theory